In this paper, we propose an automatic system that recognizes dynamic human gestures activity, including Arabic numbers from 0 to 9. We assume the gesture trajectory is almost in a plane that called principal gesture plane, then the Least Squares Method is used to estimate the plane and project the 3-D trajectory model onto the principal. An improved FNN model combined with HMM is proposed for dynamic gesture recognition, which combines ability of HMM model for temporal data modeling with that of fuzzy neural network. The proposed algorithm shows that satisfactory performance and high recognition rate.
[2] developed a system to recognize 26 alphabets by using different Hidden Markov Model topologies. Hunter et al. [3] used Hidden Markov
Model for recognition in their approach where
Zernike moments are used as image features for sequence of hand gestures. In the last decade, several methods of potential applications in the advanced gesture interfaces for HCI have been suggested but these differ from one to another in their models. Some of these models are Neural Network [4] , Hidden Markov Model [5] and Fuzzy Systems [6] . Hidden Markov Model is one of the most successful and widely used tools for modeling signals with spatio-temporal variability [7] . It has been successfully applied in the area of speech recog- Thereby, the new bounding box is calculated and the centroid point is determined. By iteration of this process, the motion trajectory of the hand so-called gesture path is generated from connecting hand centroid points (Fig. 3) . Similarly, when the hand motion stop, it means the ending of trajectory record. It is a important step to quantify hand motion trajectory for hand gesture recognition.
Estimating Principal Gesture Plane
For a nonlinear gesture, we have found that the trajectory of it is almost in a plane, which we call principal gesture plane [8] . 
It follows that the unit vector x minimizing E is the eigenvector   associated with the minimum eigenvalue of   , and the corresponding mini-
We choose singular value decomposition to compute the eigenvectors and eigenvalues. Vector 
Here, R is the rotation matrix between side view gesture coordinate system and frontal view gesture coordinate system. We calculate R from R -1
, and
Pr is the projection matrix, So we can use the projection result   ′ to simplify the gesture coordinate in 3D space, and then the following recognition part is based on 2D trajectory  ′  ′  ′  ′.
Feature extraction
Choosing suitable features to recognize the hand gesture path play significant role in the whole system. There are three basic features: location, orientation and velocity. The previous research [5, 10] showed that the orientation feature is the best in term of accuracy results. Therefore, we regard the orientation feature as the main feature during our research process. Based on the research above, a gesture path is spatiotemporal pattern which consists of centroid point        . So, the orientation is determined by the change between two consecutive points from hand gesture path. The third layer is the layer of fuzzy inference, and each neuron represents a fuzzy rule. An exam-ple of fuzzy rule like this one: As we defined eight direction codes, we can get the first code is "6"(condition   ), the second code is "1"(condition   ), then the third code is "3" (condition   ), the fourth code is "3" (condition   ), and the fifth code is "7" (condition   ), the last code is "7" (condition   ), so the meaning of this type of dynamic gesture is "4." In other words,   ∩  ∩  ∩  ∩  ∩  →. The most complex fuzzy rule is for number "8", it has eight conditions. The connecting weights between neurons in second and third layer imply the contribution degree of the antecedent part for this rule.
The fourth layer is normalization layer, the neuron number of which is equal to that of third layer.
In order to speed up convergence of the network during training, the output of third layer is normalized to assure the sum of them is equal to 1.
The fifth layer is the defuzzification layer, the output of which is shown as Equation 4.
[11]
Where   implies the importance of each rule for the final classification output, N is the total number of fuzzy rules.
Based on the straightforward structure of
Left-Right banded model [12] , We choose it as the type of Hidden Markov Model. We employ Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) as the emission probability of observation, which has the likelihood as described in Equation 5 .
Where   is the weigh of   Gaussian component,    is one-dimensional Gaussian Function:
Training of proposed improved FNN model includes two parts: Firstly, the training of HMM model, it is the re-estimation of parameters in state transition matrix, output probability matrix or GMM's expectation and variance [13] . Secondly, the weights of FNN will be tained after HMM training. Back-Propagation (BP) algorithm is chosen for the training of connecting weights.
When it reaches maximum iteration number or converge, the training process will stop.
Experimental Results
The gesture trajectory recognition system oper- Table 1 ).
In this proposed method, high-dimensional gesture feature is transformed into several low-dimensional features, so computational complexity is reduced. 
